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Kepler Space Telescope

Images: NASA

Exoplanets are Ubiquitous
Number of planets per star: ~1 (bigger than Earth, inside 1 AU)

Fraction of Sun-like stars with Earth-size planet in Habitable Zone: 20% (*)

* many caveats






Exoplanets are Diverse



Some Order in the Diversity



Solar System not a Universal Template



What makes a planet ‘Earth-like’?

Image: NASA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to start by asking you a question about my favorite planet.What makes a planet ‘Earth-like’?  Perhaps the same size, mass, temperature, and composition?The presence of water?  An atmosphere of the right type?  The presence of life?  Really good sushi?[add fade of words on screen]



SETI
“Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence”



Jargon

• See ad hoc committee on SETI nomenclature report 
(Wright, Sheikh, Almár, Denning, Dick, Tarter, 2018)

• Also:

• Almár (2008, Acta Astronautica, 68, 351)

• Denning (2008, NASA-SP-2009-4802 Ch. 3 pp.63–124)

• Wright (2018, arXiv:1803.06972)



“SETI”
Originally a radio program at NASA

Now the name of the field generally

CETI: “Communication…”
SETT: “…technology”
SETEE: “…electrical engineers”

Let’s not quibble.



“Technosignatures”
Apparently coined by Jill Tarter in 2006

Makes analogy to biosignatures explicit

Inclusive of all signs of technology: radio, laser, 
waste heat, whatever.

“Produces fewer antibodies” at NASA (per 
Michael New)

Search for technosignatures = SETI



Loaded terms
“Civilization”
“Colonization”
“Alien”
“Alien race”

If you use these, be aware that they have 
meanings you may not intend

Mean what you write and write what you mean. 







Dyson’s First 
Law of SETI 

Investigations

“Every search for alien 
civilizations should be 

planned to give interesting 
results even when no 

aliens are discovered.”



The birth of Radio SETI
1960 — Cocconi & Morrison suggest interstellar 
communication via radio waves

Communication SETI



Frank Drake, Project OZMA



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radio searches resurgentlaserSETI



Not just narrowband carrier 
waves

• Radar

• Pulsed emission

• Spillover from point-to-point communications

• Byproducts of propulsion / high energy work

• Huge range of necessarily non-natural waveforms can be 
searched for “agnostically”



The birth of Laser SETI
1961 — Schwartz & Townes point out lasers work well, too

Communication SETI



Laser advantages

• Pulsed lasers provide very high bandwidth

• Optical transmissions can have very high gains

• IR lasers have great dust penetration

• Can be concentrated in time or frequency domains



PanoSETI: Shelley Wright & Paul Horowitz



Radio/Laser SETI



Dyson (1960)
“Dyson sphere” really just any orbital material that 
collects or generates energy

Emission of low-entropy “waste” heat in IR is required 
by thermodynamics

Sensitive to almost all technological energy use in the 
system

Primary confounder is dust which has similar MIR 
properties

Artifact SETI



Credit: NASA GSFC, LAMBDA

IRAS All-Sky map (1983)

The discovery of infrared cirrus 
complicated Dyson sphere searches.



Some work
• Jugaku & Nishimura (2004): Nearby stars with IRAS

• Carrigan (2009): All-sky IRAS non-detection

• Annis (1999): Pan-galactic Dyson spheres via low optical 
surface brightness (Kardashev type III)

• Griffith et al (2015): Ĝ extragalactic search upper limits 
with WISE

• Arnold (2005): Kepler as megastructure hunter (see also 
Boyajian’s Star)



Waste Heat / Transit SETI



Solar System SETI
Bracewell (1960)

Probes are slow but if they are self-replicating they 
have very high bits per (initial) erg

Probes might be sent for many purposes (contact, 
exploration) and might “pass through” or “lurk” 
indefinitely



Solar System SETI
• Intelligent Martians were once legitimate scientific hypothesis

• Mariner showed no cities: now idea that technology ever existed there is taboo

• Claim that there are proveably zero probes in the Solar System now has been 
used to argue ETIs must not exist

• In reality, completeness is very low (Haqq-Misra & Kopparapu 2012)

• Moon has best high-resolution imaging for searches (Davies & Wagner 2013)

• Free-floating artifacts (Freitas 1980, 1983)

• ‘Oumuamua (Bialy & Loeb 2018)



Solar System SETI



Exoplanet atmospheric 
pollution

Very little work on this so far

Natural synergy with hunts for biosignatures

• Lin, Gonzalez Abad, & Loeb (2014)

• Lingam & Loeb (2017)



Exoplanet Pollution SETI



Upper limits in SETI



History of Database Mining 
for Technosignatures

Database Searching for? Authors Methods Explicitly 
SETI?

IRAS Dyson Spheres
Jugaku & 

Nishimura, 
Carrigan

Least-squares 
fitting to 

expected data 
Yes

WISE Dyson Spheres Griffith/Wright et 
al.

Least-squares 
fitting to 

expected data
Yes

Kepler Dyson Spheres Giles & 
Walkowicz

Machine 
Learning 

(clustering)
No

SDSS Kardashev Type III Baron & 
Poznanski

Unsupervised 
Random Forest No

[n/a] Shape Agnostic Artificial 
Radio Signals Zhang et al. Self-supervised 

Deep Learning Yes
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